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fast incendiary dances. Even today Irish use national 
tools in music, such as a flute TinWhistle, the Irish Fiddle, 
Bodhran, uilleann pipes, the Irish harp and others. It is 
the example when the tradition is becoming popular.

Irish people have the reputation of being very friendly. 
Generally people shake hands when they meet for the first 
time. Friends hug each other or just say hello. Sometimes 
people kiss the cheek if they know each other well. people 
generally make eye contact because it is a sign of trust and 
that you are interested in what they are saying [1].

Thanks to the unique geographical position, Ireland 
could save a large quantity of paleolithic monuments. 
One of the most famous – dolmens, massive tribasic 
constructions, were erected 4-5 thousand years ago. 
picturesque Irish coast is mute witness of thousand-year 
history. There are ancient defensive castles which are 
loved by travelers of the whole world. 
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In our time less and less people remembered such 

wonderful genre of music as glam metal, a genre that gave 
us such great bands like Guns n ‘roses, Mötley crüe, 
cinderella and other. This genre gave us an incredibly 
large number of an incredibly powerful songs and many 
touching ballads.

It arose in the late 1970s and early 1980s in the united 
States, particularly on the Los angeles Sunset Strip music 
scene. It was popular throughout the 1980s and the 
beginning of the 1990s. Glam metal was also associated 
with flashy clothing and makeup. Musically, glam metal 
uses traditional heavy metal songs, incorporating elements 
of hard rock and punk rock, while adding pop-influenced 
catchy hooks and guitar riffs.

There are two so-called «wave» glam metal. The first-
one was the time of formation of glam metal as a musical 
genre [1]. and the second «wave», from 1984 to the early 
90’s was the time when glam metal became mainstream. 
In the mid-80s was already been formed all groups 
associated with glam metal. Then an era of glam metal 
began, when practically all radio stations and TV twisted 
glam metal tracks and clips. 

The 1988 film The Decline of Western Civilization 
Part II: The Metal Years captured the Los angeles scene 
of successful and aspiring bands. It also highlighted 
the excesses of glam metal. In the early 1990s glam 
metal’s popularity rapidly declined after nearly a decade 
of success. Successful bands lost members that were 
key to their songwriting and/or live performances. 
another reason for the decline in popularity of the style 
may have been the declining popularity of the power 
ballad. One significant factor in the decline was the rise 
of grunge music from Seattle. 
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urban legends have always intrigued me. In fact urban 

legends are told all over the world, even in countries that 

many have never heard of before. Many people of all 
backgrounds find them to be mystifying and sometimes 
even alarming. It seems as if urban legends have the 
ability to draw any person in ranging from a young child 
to the typical adult male. Whether or not you believe 
these incredible tales is almost irrelevant in many cases 
because for many different cultures and societies the 
primary purpose of urban legends are for entertainment 
and shock effects. This in many cases taken to the extreme 
with some of the different versions created to intensely 
horrify listeners. 

urban legends have existed since the beginning 
of time in all different kinds of cultures and societies 
around the world. The idea of urban legends in Inca 
society played a key role throughout many people’s lives. 
Legends of early rulers in Inca society were some of the 
most common this clearly reflecting how important the 
rule of some of these leaders initially were. The idea of 
inevitable fate runs through all Germanic storytelling [1]. 
and in fact »in Germanic belief, each man had a certain 
span of life, a certain measured time to live, and not only 
the time but the place and circumstances of his death were 
determined from the moment of his birth». This widely 
believed fact is featured in many Germanic legends and 
leaves a great impression behind to those who read them. 

Some legends’ purposes or effects can cause a lot of 
harm and confusion in society. urban legends also turn 
out to be more international than many people think. 
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The charity of Great Britain exists more than 
400 years. It was founded by Theodore’s family, who 
began to promote the idea of philanthropy among 
aristocrats and merchants. The peak of its development 
was in 18- 19 centuries. It was a period of involving 
the middle class in charity. If we speak about modern 
period of time, we can boldly say, that nowadays the 
charity becomes an integral part of Britain’s life. Not 
only members of royal Family and famous persons take 
part in charity, but also ordinary citizens. about 70 % of 
population regularly allots money on the charity. 

as for the royal Family its role consists in the 
patronage of the charity organizations. Thus the queen 
is the patron of more than 500 such organizations. For 
example, action for children, cancer research uK, red 
cross and so on. princess Diana actively took up the 
charity. She did a lot to attract the attention of community 
to the problems of homeless, physically challenged and 
human with immunodeficiency virus. 

There are different forms of aiding in Britain. charity 
funds realize different auctions, where famous people also 
take part. Famous sportsmen take part every year in the 
events of national scope – in London’s Marathon. They 
perform from the name of different charity organizations, 
which have the right to buy the assured places in the 
overshoot. all collected money from the heat is devoted 
to the charity. It’s the biggest action of fundraising which 
is led every year. 

as for citizens of Great Britain, first of all, they lead 
the national actions to devote the money. The day of red 
Nose is well-known and was led from the 1988. people 
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donate money buying red noses. Brought facilities are 
sent to help to needy and invalids in Great Britain and 
africa. Many schools take part in this activity. It was 
collected about 7, 7 million pounds in 2009. 

To sum up I want to tell that the wide part of the 
population takes part in the charity of Great Britain. From 
the childhood children are get to know with the idea 
of compassion and mercy. There are different national 
holidays where every person can give their own mite in 
the devoting of money.
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The linguistic anthropological theories by Humboldt, 
Dell Hymes, Boas, Sapir, Hurrelmann, Kohlberg, Gilligan, 
Erikson, Mead say that interaction as a type of ‘speech 
event’ or ‘ethnography of communication’ is a constituent 
element for socializing. as we know from own experience 
that it is absolutely impossible to exist without the lifelong 
process of inheriting and disseminating norms, ethnical 
principles, customs, ideologies and rules, values providing 
all human beings with the skills and habits necessary for 
interactive participation within the society continuity. 
consequently, we acquire a function of being a member 
of social groups. Nevertheless, besides a natural intention 
to interaction, a self-estimation or evaluation begins to 
develop inside of our biological behavior. consequently, 
we may elicit anthropological phenomenon like looking 
glass self (self-awareness or self-image) by Mead or self-
absorption by Erikson, or a diminished self-esteem by 
Gilligan. Their theories add up to a common identity ‘the 
self’ is regarded as learning to take the role of the other 
or a sense of identity through imitation or a challenge of 
intimacy and isolation. as we notice this peculiarities in 
a popular self-portrait photograph-trend called ‘selfie’ 
traced to 2002 typically taken with a hand-held digital 
camera or camera phone and shared on social networking 
services such as Twitter, VK, Facebook, Instagram, Flickr 
or MySpace. at first ‘Selfie’ appeared in an australian 
internet forum (as a matter of fact, the word itself an 
australian origin) as aBc Online on 13 September. 
after that it begins to overdrive its pace in a cyberspace 
as a form of self-posing. Today there is even a selfie site 
called ItisMee. In November 2013, the word ‘selfie’ was 
announced as being the ‘word of the year’ by the Oxford 
English Dictionary. However, most sociologists affirm 
that selfie like all social trends has its merits and demerits. 
The following citation proves the fact about the gist of 
‘selfie’: from one side it is an egocentric act, from the 
other side, a journalistic moment as it cultivates a ‘visual 
culture’…the selfie shows how we feel, where we are, 
what we are doing much like a photojournalist image 
social lives are more electronic...’
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Life becomes intriguing and bright when we begin 
to nourish it with different forms of divine art such as 
literature, music, cinematography and dancing. In the 
aggregate, they develop and refine our soul and mind. 
Therefore, the most preferable pastime or hobby among 

the canadians is touching with artistic works of word 
power from literature, sound effect from music, visual 
perception from cinematography and finally rhythm and 
gracefulness from music. Nonetheless, not all artists can 
create a real masterpiece for soul and body satisfaction. 
Music from the list of divine art is at the top of choices 
for leisure activity because it is the most accessible 
and preferable form at any age, time interval, class 
stratification and background hierarchy as it doesn’t 
need too much efforts for perception, analysis sand 
usage as literature (comprehension), cinematography 
(patience), dancing (gracefulness in movements). So, 
itcanbeheardeverywhere as a manipulator of a good mood 
in a common sense and as an activator of profit in trade. 
But we are analyzing its effect as a charger of positive 
emotions from rhythmical and musical accompaniment. 
In this case we are addressing to Nickelbackmania 
among the canadians between 1995 and up to present. 
The band was formed in the early 1990s as a cover band 
called the ‘Village Idiots’ by chad Kroeger, ryan peake, 
Mike Kroeger, and Brandon Kroeger. The band’s name 
originates from the nickel in change that band member 
Mike Kroeger gave customers at his job at Starbucks; 
he would frequently say, ‘Here’s your nickel back.’ 
Nickelback’s first release was a seven-track Ep called 
Hesher and first full-length album curb in 1996. From 
the beginning their style was into a mainstream rock then 
their music sounded like sonic, lyrical, musical chord 
structure. In a result, all their singles were sold out at once 
because of romantic tunes and a universal subject in songs 
beloved by most canadians. Due to a drummer Daniel 
the creativity of the band has increased and soon most 
their singles became u.S. Hot 100 top 10 singles plus the 
album peaked number 1 at the canadian albums chart. 
The album sold more than 12 million singles. as a result, 
the album made the band the first band in Nielsen BDS 
history to have 5 singles on the cHr charts. The band 
spent much time of 2006-2008 touring across the globe 
that was very successful.
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The musical culture of america is rich in traditions, 
genres and styles.

With the beginning of the 21st century attempts to 
organize musical culture not only in the States, but in the 
whole world seemed to be more and more futile. Now, 
summing up the first past decade, we can certainly say that 
there are two opposite tendencies in the world of music. 
Let’s take the classic basic genres: rock, rhythm and blues, 
rap. Trends of contemporary world music are that the basis 
of the genre is becoming increasingly appealing to the 
beginning, and starting to be more clear and amenable to 
categorization. at the same time, the boundaries between 
genres erased completely, that is characterized by a huge 
number of various genres, sub-genres, combining the 
features of several completely different directions, the 
number of which is sometimes up to ten. 

From the middle of the decade not pop already, but 
hip-hop music has the greatest effect on neighboring 
genres, especially on rhythm and blues, which has finally 
lost contact with its ancestor of the ‘70s. Now 70% of 
r&B music is characterized as a combination of melodic 
chorus with rap verses or vice versa. However, there 
are still performers who propagate classical principles 
of rhythm and blues in music: Ne-yo, John Legend, 
raphael Saadiq, Jamie Foxx, partly usher, alicia Keys. 


